LEAD IT APPLICATION MANAGER (FINANCE)
COMPANY DETAILS
Profile Group is a premium Selection and Recruitment company that has been helping candidates in their job search for
almost 30 years. Working with a wide variety of companies, we provide candidates with a high quality service that helps both
in the application process and improving the various skills required to succeed in interviews.
Specialising in the design and implementation of technical solutions, our client is one of the world leaders in its sector.
Present in 35 countries through 48 companies, our client is recognised on the market for the photometric, mechanical
and environmental performance of its products which are at the cutting edge of technology.

FUNCTION
In the context of digitalisation and implementation of Microsoft Dynamics 365, you contribute to various current IT projects.
As a Lead IT Application Manager specialising in finance, your responsibilities are as follows :
You capture company’s requirements, lead and support the Group’s solution in its field (finance). You lead and participate actively in
the Group Solution analysis, design, building, testing and simulation phases.
You contribute to the implementation of the Solution in our client’s affiliates
You train the Group Key-users
You design, build, deploy, execute and support common back-office information systems in a secure, agile and cost effective way.
You develop and share the competences
You suggest improvements

Tags: Microsoft Dynamics D365, D365, D365 Finance, D365 SCM, D365 HR, D365 Human ressources, Microsoft Dynamics AX,
MS Dynamics AX, Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance, Microsoft Dynamics Human ressources

PROFILE
You have a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in a relevant field or a similar experience
You have at least 5 years experience in an industrial environment and in project management
You have certificate related to business processes (APICS, BPM, ISO, Six Sigma, Lean…)
You have at least 8 years’ experience with Microsoft Dynamics AX ERP
You have strong kowledge of Microsoft 365 Finance and Human ressources
Knowledge in consolidation and business intelligence tools (PowerBI…) is an asset
You have really good command :

D365 Finance
D365 Human Resources
D365 SCM is an asset
MS Dynamics AX 2012 functional is an asset
BI Tools are an asset

You have an entrepreneurial spirit and are customer and result-oriented
You demonstrate leadership and persuasiveness
Your organisation, your critical sense, your analytical skills are your strenghts
You have command English and ideally one other langage (French, Spanich, Portuguese, Dutch or German)
Vous are willing to travel abroad 30% time

LANGUAGE
FR/EN

OFFER
Our client offers you :
A unlimited duration contract

A key position in a Belgian company with a great renown in Belgium and at international level.
A constantly changing environment where we make space for your ideas
A fulfilling work environment that value team projects and exchanges
Performance-related remuneration and full extra-legal benefits
The challenge of contributing to the company’s success

Placed on:
Fri 11 September 2020
Location:
Liège
PROFILE GROUP
Quai Mativa 62
4020 Liège









INTERESTED?
For more information:
Call DELIA LECCA
at the number: 0478027101





